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another 3 years in Hong Kong, and still 
counting, Prasanna’s life path attests to 
the influence of globalization in which 
international integration of many cultures is 
more of a norm than exception.  

“I call myself a fake Indian. Curry is in my 
blood. Images of Ganesh, the elephant-
head god of wisdom in Indian culture, 
adorn my room. But I have not been 
keeping abreast of India’s current affairs 
since I left in 1999. My time in the US, 
interacting with many people with diverse 
backgrounds and cultures has made me 
appreciate individual uniqueness and 
led me to believe that we should be 
comfortable with who we are and readily 
accept others.”

“Geographical location is not a major 
concern when choosing places to study or 

work. I just went where the job took me.” 
This sentiment brought Prasanna to HKUST 
three years ago. “I simply love HKUST. our 
campus is situated in a small and tranquil 
area that is close to a much bigger 
and noisier city. While I was in the 
US, I heard about HKUST from my 
friends and what I have experienced 
here so far already exceeded my 
expectations! The balance between 
social and professional life has 
made my living here a bliss. It takes 
only 5 minutes to walk to office from 
home and almost the same amount 
of time to visit friends who also live 
on campus. We often play squash 
and other sports together and there 
is no excuse for skipping a game!”

Beyond tecHnology 
and program codes

In addition to work and sports, 
poetry and song composition are 
also undertakings for Prasanna 
whose artistic inclination belies 
his technical background. Just 
a quick showcase, the following 
“Flowers of the Sun” is a piece by 
Prasanna last year. 

  

tecHnology x BUsiness & 
engineer x professor

After attaining an engineering degree, 
Prasanna worked as a programmer in 
the US and decided to pursue a PhD in 
business when his employer’s firm was 
acquired by a bank. “The acquisition 
led me to realize that, technology never 
works in a vacuum and ever since then, I 
have started to get passionate about how 
technology and business can link together.”

“I like being a professor as I love both 
conducting research and interacting with 
students while making contribution to 
society”, said Prasanna with a smile that 
exuded satisfaction. He treasures his 
interactions with students and tries to 
remember every student’s name. “Learning 

is not only about attaining knowledge; 
it is also about understanding yourself 
and respecting others. It is important 
for students to develop good habits like 
punctuality and respect for others when 
they are young and I try to instill these 
tenets into my classes.” He regularly 
receives students’ thank-you emails and his 
office is adorned with class photos. “I am 
very pleased to hear that my class has made 
an impact on students’ life! I even received 
a cowboy hat as a gift from a student in my 
class!”

“faKe” indian in Hong 
Kong

Pigeonholing Prasanna’s cultural identity 
is difficult. Growing up in India and having 
resided in the US for more than 10 years, 

Prof. Prasanna Ka
rhade

Department of Information Systems,  

Business Statistics and operations Management

I didn’t have a haircut for  a few years!

I simply love HKU
ST!

“When I was in India, I used to be the lead 
vocalist for a heavy metal band. Bands like 

Pink Floyd and Metallica were 

Born in India and received a PhD degree in Information 
Systems in the US, Prasanna is a cultured and multi-
talented person who strives for excellence in research and 
teaching. Learn more about the versatile Prasanna whose 
presence manifests the philosophy of HKUST in which 
diversity is both embraced and encouraged.

blessed with a new dawn 
bundle of sunshine at the door 
she moves across the lawn 
darkness now exists no more
seeds have been planted 
the patient wait has begun 
she completes the quartet 
of the earth, water, and the sun
and for them she cares 
each n’ every passing day 
her nurturing gaze 
wards off all demons away
she kisses them with her hand 
roots will spread deeper 
taller tomorrow they will stand 
the bonds will get stronger
but the wait is not lonely 
flowing time a gentle river 
one day soon she will see 
sunflowers smiling back at her.

Flowers of the sun
By prasanna KarHade

reported by Collin Fu & Horlick Ho

my biggest influences. We composed our 
own songs and even recorded in studio. 
Those were the sweet nostalgic days with 

long hair – I didn’t get a haircut 
for four years!” 

Prasanna’s passion for music 
did not diminish even after 
graduation. “These days I 
am back to the music world! 
Trying to play the guitar and 
sing at the same time is no 
easy job. I hope one day I can 
host a small performance on 
my own – I am working hard 
for that!”
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eyes on Hong Kong

The decision of coming to Hong Kong can 
be traced back to shortly after Veronique’s 
marriage in France. She was supposed 

to settle down in France after her 
nomadic working life, but she 
changed her mind when her 

husband got an investment 
banking job in Hong Kong. 

“I think Hong Kong is a very unique place. 
I would describe it as a transitional city 
where people ‘come and go’ and not a 
place to retire – although this is changing,” 
said Veronique. As we know, Hong Kong 
is an international financial hub and many 
expats come here mainly for work and 
will pack their bags and go back home 
once they finished their tour of duty. “I am 
always amazed by how small Hong Kong is. 
Whenever I go to Central, I regularly bump 
into friends and former colleagues in the 
banking industry! This is so unlike other 
cities such as Chicago and London where I 
used to work.”

Veronique sees both pros and cons working 
in Hong Kong. “I must admit that it’s rather 
difficult to develop close friendship here. 
As I have mentioned earlier, most expats 
come here to work and are ready to go 
back to their own country after 2-3 years. So 
by the time you get to know other people 
and become comfortable with them, that is 
probably the time they are going home for 
good! on the other hand, Hong Kong is a 
place full of opportunities. You often meet 
people you know and it is easier to extend 
your social network.” 

tHe not-so-secret 
formUla of Happiness

For students who are interested in finance, 
Veronique advises them to go for the 
buy side, like insurance companies, asset 
management, etc. “I know there are many 
students clamoring for investment bank 
jobs, but the enactment of the draconian 
financial regulations as a response to the 
financial crisis has made the industry vastly 
different from what it was a decade ago.”

“Know who you are, follow your heart, and 
know the people!” Veronique generously 
shared three golden rules on job hunting. 
“You will probably gain some insights into 
the company culture during the interview 
process. It is crucial to go for a job in a 
company where the culture matches your 
values. It is pointless to go to the office 
and complain about your job every day 
because it only brings misery to your life 
and everybody else’s. If you feel something 
is not right, then probably it is not right. 
When there are many signals indicating 
things are not working out for you, then 
maybe it is time you ponder your next 
move. Change may bring an end to your 
frustration. Experiment with a few things 
to understand yourself better and find out 
what you really like and want in life. There’s 
basically nothing to lose as you are still 
young. Ask yourself why you are doing what 
you are doing and what you want to be 
known for.” 

tHose Bygone years  
in tHe finance field

Veronique knew little about finance when 
she was young. Her parents are both 
pharmacists and at one point she thought 
she would follow their path. But she gave 
up that idea when she realized dissecting 
specimens was not something she could 
stomach. She also thought of becoming an 
actress at that time! But her parents worried 
she might not be able to make a living from 
it and pushed her to continue her studies. 

In secondary school, she was in the science 
stream but she did not have much interest 
in arts and science subjects. So business, 
which lies somewhere in between, became 
a natural choice. Subsequently she got 
admitted to HEC, a prestigious business 
school in Paris. After graduation, she joined 
Credit Agricole, at the time the largest bank 
in the world in terms of assets, and was 
posted in the international department.

leaving was jUst a new 
Beginning

Veronique left banking in 2001 because she 
felt like “the wrong person in the wrong 
place at the wrong time” in the firm she 
was with for a year. The different corporate 
culture prompted her to quit her job and 
take a break. But there were still many 
things in life she wanted to accomplish so 
she set three goals: 

1. spend more time with her son 
2. learn chinese (mandarin) 
3. contribute something meaningful  

to society

 
Though she did not achieve fluency in 
Mandarin, teaching as a part-time lecturer 
in the MBA program at CUHK and later at 
HKUST allowed her to fulfill her third goal. 

In the fall of 2005, she started to teach an 
undergraduate course in the Quantitative 
Finance program. The small class 
environment allows more interaction and 
generates much discussion on financial 
topics. She really enjoys teaching the bright 
young students in the program. Initially 
the idea of working full time did not cross 
her mind until the warmth of the HKUST 
team began to win her over. The amount 
of autonomy she enjoyed was also a great 
deciding factor. Veronique decided to 
become a full-time professor here in 2008.

Family is the anchor that gets Veronique 
going. “My family, my husband, my kids and 
my friends provide me with tremendous 
support and I have learnt to count my 
blessings every day. I enjoy teaching very 
much and haven’t decided where to spend 
my retirement life. one of my goals after 
retirement is to pursue a JD to complete 
my law studies simply because I enjoy the 
subject and to keep actively learning.” 

from a financial practitioner  
to a professor

With more than 20 years of banking and capital market 
experience, Veronique Lafon-Vinais is a seasoned 
financial market professional who has worked in 
major financial markets in Europe, North America 
and Asia in debt and credit markets.  

Formula of 
happiness

Faculty 
Spotlight

3 goals

““Know who you are, 
      follow your heart, and  
        know the people!”

reported by Kelvin Lau & Elainey Shi

Prof. Veronique Lafon-Vinais
Department of Finance
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The GreaT   
     GeTaway

Cover Story

A 9-5 job does not excite everybody you know! Entrepreneurship is a dream that a lot of 

people want, but few are bold enough to do what it takes to make that dream a reality. 

What is it that drives would-be entrepreneurs to strike out on their own? read on to get 

a few foolproof recipes from 4 young people who added their own value to their lives.

Raymond Sze

Year 2, BBA (Management) 

Hong Kong to realize their creativity and unleash 
their potential. “I believe university students are 
actually very innovative, they just need a place to 
turn their ideas into something ‘tangible’. And that’s 
where we are at.” With the integration of continuous 
innovation and existing expert experience, it will surely 
elevate Freeing HK to another level.

Life is Too shorT To be a copycaT

Like most students in Hong Kong, raymond took 
a route of what is regarded as ‘ideal’ – struggling 
with a series of harsh public exams and then finally 
entering university. But soon after he entered HKUST, 
he repeatedly asked himself this question: “Is this 
really what I have been yearning for? It occurred to 
me I was following the track of what has been typical 
expectations for the past 20 years.” In retrospect, 
though, he found he has no regrets following a path 
that eventually led him to find happiness.

Many of us may be big fans of The Kindaichi Case 
Files, Detective Conan, Prison Break… while 
raymond walked the extra mile to propel such 
concepts and virtual games into a reality experience. 
This was also the step which has transformed him 
from an ordinary university student to the in-the 
spotlight co-founding CEo of Freeing HK. 

How many days does an average human live? 
“Many think there are 200,000 days, but the answer 
is only about 20,000 days,” raymond said. “Life 
is simply too short to have regrets. So why don’t 
we just grasp every moment we have and achieve 
what we want to achieve? Every person is a unique 
being, and there is no point blindly following what 
others do. Be true to yourself; don’t be afraid of 
losing what you have and having the courage 
to take your first step!”

Think your way To freedom

Going after a treasure map, you find yourself locked inside 
a small dark room on an abandoned vessel surrounded by 
a bunch of skulls and skeletons, where you can see a safe 
and numbers scrawled on the wall. In Dark Soul, you have to 
solve puzzles and clues to liberate your mortgaged souls from 
Captain Dr. Alpha and get through the bars that imprison you, 
while flickering lights and creepy music that make your skin 
crawl play in the background. 

Inspired by online Takagism games, players are locked in a 
room and have to solve a series of puzzles within 45 minutes 
to get out. Currently with three branches, Freeing HK opened 
just last winter, and already over 12,000 customers have walked 
through its doors. As the name suggests, this is a place where 
people can come to escape from the humdrum and stress of 
everyday life in Hong Kong.

Freeing HK’s games feel real as if you are really imprisoned 
and they require a lot of brainwork. They also provide great 
pleasure working through the challenges as a team, unlike 
computer games which only involve single players or virtual 
players. “It’s more interesting than just clicking a mouse!” 

The exceLLence and escapism 

“Hong Kong can be a dull place,” said raymond. And it was 
this simple thought that motivated raymond to set up Freeing 
HK, which is currently one of the most innovative and hottest 
entertainments in Hong Kong.

In fact, the name “Freeing HK” implies several things. Firstly, 
it is a Hong Kong-themed escape game, in terms of both the 
realistic room settings and game content. Finally breaking out 
of the room totally defines “Freeing HK”. Also, the name is 
in line with the logo – an exclamation mark in yellow in stark 
contrast to the black and white background symbolizes the 
creative ability they have used to enable Hong Kongers to 
escape the monotonous lives they are far too used to.

If we are asked to name the entertainments available in Hong 
Kong, what will we come up with? Karaoke, movies, sports......
well, what else? For raymond, there are simply too few 
entertainment options available in Hong Kong. In such a fast-
paced city, everyone is leading a hectic lifestyle, work is routine 
and life is the same day after day. “Nowadays people are 
just spending too much time staring at their computers and 
smart phone screens resulting in a lesser degree of interaction 
between human beings,” said raymond. “But with the launch 
of Freeing HK, I hope that we can pull people out of their 
boxes, and more essentially, introduce them to a brand new 
world where they can free themselves.”

originally, the Freeing HK’s games targeted teenagers 
and young adults, the age groups of which account for 
approximately 1 million of the population in Hong Kong. But 
soon they noticed that their customers actually came from all 
walks of life – they came as a family, as friends, as groups of 
colleagues and even in the name of different organizations, 
they realized that “Freeing HK” simply has no age boundary 
at all. “They are games that suit anyone of any personality.”

Creativity is absolutely an essential 
component for sustaining the growth 
of this business. Coming up with 
new ideas and consolidating what 
they currently own are the only ways 
to enable Freeing HK to progress. 
“Creativity has no limitations. As 
long as we want to innovate, there will be new stuff 
developed.” And that is also the reason why they have 
been putting a lot of effort into research & development. 
“We’ve established a game library where our game 
designers can freely put their thoughts together and 
revise. It has over 50 new game themes stored already!” 

Innovative though it is, some people might doubt 
Freeing HK’s ability to survive the ‘instant culture’ and 
‘copycat culture’ in Hong Kong. “Well, it all depends 
on what we develop, or what kinds of value we create,” 
raymond confided. operating an entertainment 
business in Hong Kong where people often switch their 
taste in almost every aspect of life involves continuous 
improvement of the business itself. otherwise, one may 
risk the possibility of a downturn, if not elimination, in 
the near future. “What is truly valuable will survive and 
stay. Copycats just can’t. To me, experiential games 
certainly have the potential of becoming a regular form 
of entertainment in Hong Kong in addition to traditional 
activities.” raymond said confidently.

dream iT, drafT iT and do iT!

“often a particular scene from a movie I’ve watched or 
a chapter of a book I’ve read became my muse.” For 
example, the idea of ‘Prison Chaos’ (one of the themed 
rooms in the Mongkok branch) originated from Prison 
Break – an all-time favorite serial drama of raymond’s.

Apart from music, raymond enjoys reading a lot. “It’s 
all about the input-output relationship. With a job that 
requires so much creativity and innovation, I must give 
myself some input in order to generate new ideas for 
developing games, and books are undoubtedly the best 
source of ideas. Every author is my mentor!”

To absorb more fabulous ideas, and encourage new-
bloods, raymond launched a game-design competition 
in May for students from different tertiary institutions in 
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Revitalizing the Qipao in a 
modeRn way

Few people know the story behind the 
traditional sexy, figure-hugging Chinese 
dress – qipao (cheongsam) – how it 
became so popular in the 1920s before 
disappearing after the revolution and how 
it is finding a new life today.

Born into a garment-making family, 
Carmen found an enviable job in the 
banking industry after graduating from 
HKUST Business School. However, a 
momentous decision last spring led her to 
set up an online business selling qipaos. 
“I have always wanted to have my own 
oriental style collection, but the idea 
of creating a brand didn’t come to me 
until one day I looked at my grandma’s 
old albums where people were wearing 
qipaos in such a natural way, blending in 
all walks of life. And I asked myself - why 
not now?” 

Today’s qipaos often appear in two 
extremes. on the one hand we have the 
over-the-top red, high-slit version usually 
seen in Chinese restaurants which gives 
the impression of vulgarity; while on the 
other hand there are the Shanghai Tang 
and Blanc de Chine versions reserved 
for special occasions. Carmen’s vision 
is that someday the modernized qipao 
will become a must-have item in every 
woman’s wardrobe. “Qipao and other 
Chinese dress-making techniques such as 
hand-made Chinese buttons and colored 
embroidery are our cultures which deserve 
to evolve with us.” 

Taste the difference
The organic food buzz is back in Hong 
Kong as you probably notice all sorts 
of products putting on an “organic 
tag”(double priced)! But the organic vs. 
non-organic debate continues. If you’ve 
ever googled it or simply talked to your 
friends, you already know all the arguments. 
Pricey? Bland? Whether a fan of organic or 
not, few would disagree that eating is one 
of the greatest pleasures in life. 

“Everyone needs food, it can become 
pretty routine and junk when it comes to 
convenience – especially in Hong Kong,” 
said Jojo, founder of Casalingo. “But life is 
definitely too short for bad food, and I want 
more people to know this and have some 
‘real’ food!” This small business is a strong 
advocate for leading a healthy lifestyle. 
“To us it means the attitude to care about 
all the small differences and the luxury 
to enjoy the best available quality,” Jojo 
emphasized the key brand values is integral 
to their success. 

Casalingo connects people with fresh 
homemade delicacies which are both 
healthy and tasty. “We deserve to treat 
ourselves better, and the idea of using food 
to promote this concept really sits well with 
me,” Jojo explained. “It is a revolution 
that intends to shake off the deep-rooted 
perception of “health food” being plain, 
tasteless and “high maintenance”.

tangle of the 
entRepReneuRial  
and white-collaR combos 

Nothing speaks clearer about Carmen’s 
qipao passion than her very own qipao 
look: a harmonious blend of traditional 
elegance and city-chic taste that is 
refreshing in the IFC mall. “Working here 
often requires me to wear business attire 
as well. Some might find it boring but 
it’s actually another favorite style of mine 
besides the qipao. I love cufflinks and 
sometimes I fantasize about dressing up 
like a London boy!”

At present Carmen is juggling her day job 
with her qipao business: in her free time 
she is doing everything from mastering 
traditional qipao skills, conceptualizing 
ideas for a new collection, meeting 
customers to discuss their tailor-made 
dress to generating echoes for the brand. 

As an employee of a large organization 
Carmen has a lot to leverage on without 
taking too much risk. “However, as my own 
boss, I am investing my own hard-earned 
money.” running her own business has 
exposed Carmen to managing multiple 
functions such as company law, human 
resources, supply management and 
marketing all at the same time. “…but 
the fulfillment of having your own going 
concern is like nothing else.” 

A better batter 
Casalingo means “homemade” 

in Italian, which says a lot about the 
operation and concept of the business. 
Currently, Casalingo takes the form of an 
online store in partnership with some cafes, 
and offers several pick-up points within easy 
reach. 

There’s always a way to make work a little 
more interesting than selling 1,500 cakes 
a day to people only for money. “Let’s 
do something different and can make a 
difference to the world – that’s the idea.” 
Unlike most businesses that want to grow 
big in the first few years, Jojo is happy with 
the size and business model as it is now. 
“I don’t want to over-expand the business 
which usually means moving into mass-
production mode and be sales or product 
driven.” 

For Jojo to run the business she definitely 
needs some support – “women-power” 
summarizes it all. Her beloved mother and 
her mother’s friends are behind the scenes 
to help prepare all the lovely, scrumptious 
handmade food. While society generally 
downplays the roles of housewives, Jojo is 
creating opportunities for these housewives 
to find out what they do best and making 
good use of their talents. “To me, they are 
all home-spun master chefs! It’s just that 
they have invested so much time in their 
families, they just haven’t had the chance to 
showcase their talents until now. So with the 
free time they have and the effort they 
put in, I am leveraging their energy 
& talent.”

secRet to success

“Have passion and curiosity. Focus on 
action and strategy.” Carmen not only talks 
the talk of loving and believing in what she 
does to make things happen, she walks the 
walk.

running a business online is never easy; let 
alone a qipao business! There have been a 
lot of obstacles in the way, such as getting 
the product right and finding trusted 
partners. However, Carmen’s faith in herself 
and experience have kept her going. “I 
take problems as cases to solve, and that’s 
a habit developed from my UST life. During 
the process, I get to learn new things and 
meet new people. This is a valuable part of 
having my own business.”

of course, simply loving and believing in 
what you do is not enough, one also needs 
to act accordingly. “I’m a workaholic in a 
way. My full-time job does not have flexible 
hours so I build my schedule around it. And 
time management is all about planning 
and execution.” 

For now, QIPAo Central is an online store 
and also runs on consignment basis. But 
just as Carmen generally does in her life, 
she has an organized future business plan 
and has decided to take a step further. “My 
near-term direction is to work with some 
modern Chinese artists on fabric designs 
and develop a collection around it. These 
are dying arts and I would like to be the 
one inheriting it before doing my part to 
help it evolve with our times!”

Sweet solutions
Two key qualities Jojo has mastered since 
her high school years are persistence and 
sportsmanship. “Whether it’s in life or in the 
course of trying new recipes, I often meet 
with failures. But I always tell myself, I can 
never know when exactly it will be. But if I 
keep trying and stretching my own limits, I 
will succeed and be big one day!” 

No matter what Jojo encounters in life, she 
views everything as a lesson and tries to 
figure out the root causes and then combat 
them. For example, to tackle people’s 
resistance to organic food, Jojo took action 
to remove the barriers. “Some people may 
think organic food is expensive, so I offer 
discounts for first-timers; some people 
wanna sit down or don’t wanna go online, 
so I work with cafes and set up pick-up 
points. It’s not that people hate organic 
food, it’s just there may be some barriers, 
so I look into them and try to remove them 
one by one.”

Knowing exactly what you are doing and 
what you want to achieve is a very strong 
message coming from Jojo. “The more I 
gain from my career, the more I realize how 
much I don’t know. To me, university is like 
a training ground. It helped create a frame 
for my life while my career adds substance 
to it and fills up the frame. I haven’t yet 
learnt nearly enough from my day job, and I 
won’t quit until I think I have,” Jojo smiled.

Jojo Leung 
BBA (Management & Marketing) 

Class of 2009

Living Life with
a Little Spice

Living Life with
a Little Spice

Cover StoryCover Story

Qipao 
   on the March

Carmen Tsang
BBA (Global Business & Operations Management) 
Class of 2011
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whenever we see a successful business, we know that someone, somewhere 
once made a courageous decision. to fall in love with what one does is the key 
ingredient to becoming an entrepreneur, because it is a lot of hard work, and 
overcoming a lot of adversity. the love you have for what you do will bring 
with it the dedication that you need to get you out of bed at 4 a.m. 
because of a great idea you just had and get you to work till 11 p.m. 
and not feel tired. 

the many who’ve had the courage to do their own start-up always say,  
“it is not easy, but it really and truly is worth it!”

reported by Becky Au, rebecca Chu and Kelvin Lau

Instincts

A new chApter 

With his humble and self-reflective way of speaking, the eagerness 
in his voice when sharing his story, and his casual yet friendly 
style, Anderson seems like a person who has already seen and 
done a lot for someone his age, and indeed, he has. “Life is full of 
serendipity.” This was a theme of his throughout our chat.

In 1997, in a joint partnership with HKUST Business School, 
Merrill Lynch launched its first internship program in Asia to which 
Anderson, along with several exceptional UST students, was 
admitted. He formally joined the company after graduation and 
rocketed to be one of the youngest Vice Presidents in the APAC 
region. A stellar record as such would have put anyone in self-
congratulatory mode but Anderson’s feet remain firmly on the 
ground and he offers this advice. 

“I used to be very complacent and shallow, really and felt so good 
being such a high-flyer within a very short space of time,” Anderson 
frankly confessed. “But at a certain point in time, I suddenly realized 
my career stagnated. There was no further room for promotion 
and I was pessimistic about the future of the industry. Call it a 
cultural ceiling or reality, I found my work boring and discouraging 
so I decided to begin a new chapter in my life and start my own 
business – Sonivy Technology. It was not until that point I realized 
how little I knew about the world and how small I was.” 

every step mAtters, lIttle thIngs count 

From working as an intern and Vice President in Merrill Lynch APAC 
region, to the eventual founding of his own firm, Anderson seems 
to have had a guardian angel looking over his shoulder. Mind you, 
luck has less to do with his success than his determination. “It is the 
assets one possesses and one’s bravery to step out of one’s comfort 
zone that pave the path to success,” said Anderson.

According to Anderson, reputation and trustworthiness are the 
two most priceless personal assets. His dependability and job 
performance meant his former boss, who later joined another 
company, without hesitation was willing to provide the initial 
funding for his new start-up. Anderson’s reputation acted as a latent 
currency that gave life to his newly formed firm. 

"opportunities do not pop up suddenly. They are all around us but 
are only visible to those who are prepared in advance. Every step in 
life matters and they are equally essential," said Anderson. 

tAke A step bAck 

Working for an investment bank and earning an 
astronomical salary and year-end bonus are the 
dream of many business students to whom working 
for Merrill Lynch means prestige. The salary and the 
half-year overseas exchange training program are 
very tempting for any new graduate with little work 
experience. Anderson was no exception. However, the likelihood 
of being laid off always loomed over his head. “You can be fired 
and literally out of the door in less than five minutes. Even worse: 
they just block your security pass. Some mornings I'd walk up to 
the turnstile thinking, this could be it. My pass won't work and the 
security guard will tell me that somebody will send my stuff by 
post.”

As time passed, Anderson realized his contentment working in 
the industry was waning. “I-banking is a cruel industry,” he said. 
“of course you can make a lot of money, but there is hardly any 
compassion in the industry. It seems to me that people who are 
aged over 40 are just waiting to be laid off and there are so many 
examples around me.” In addition, long working hours and a 
pressurized working environment have taken a toll on his life. 
relationship with old friends became distant and his colleagues 
were his only friends. His quality of life had taken a dive and 
he missed many simple things in life. “It was just like being a 
hamster on a wheel day after day in a confined cage. I needed a 
breakthrough and started to ponder my future.”

In 2009, Anderson decided to take a step back and quit his job. 
With the encouragement of his pregnant wife at the time and his 
desire to be his own boss, he took a big gamble and started an IT 
consulting company. Looking back, Anderson found that the first 
step is always the most difficult. “once you are in there, you will 
walk your way out. Never choose a job just because of the money. 
Find something you love and treat it as your long-term career. 
Money is not the only important thing in the world. If you’ve got 
your own dreams and aspirations, just make a plan and execute 
them now!” 

For those who aspire to work in the banking industry, Anderson 
has these heartfelt words for them. “Time is money but life is 
more important. Bankers need to ask themselves rhetorically if it is 
worthwhile sacrificing the best years of their lives for money. If you 
truly love the job, it's fine, but it’s a small minority that does… and 
never forget that each day you are closer to your last.” 

pAy It forwArd 

Anderson is wary of the 
research and development in 
Information Technology in Hong 
Kong. The dwindling number of 
graduates in this area has made 
it difficult for Anderson to find 
good suitable employees. “The 
resources invested in the research 
and development part are far too 

minimal and trivial. It will be hard 
for Hong Kong to keep its long 
term competitiveness without its 
own brands and technology. 

Anderson is also concerned about 
the risk-taking and innovative 
capabilities of the university 
graduates in Hong Kong. Born, 
raised and educated locally, 
Anderson lamented the lack 
of a competitive edge and the 
weak character of students here. 
Fewer high-caliber students 

are passionate about the IT field. Anderson 
dispensed this advice to female students. “The gender 
imbalance in this industry indeed places girls in an 
advantaged position. As you could imagine, the “novelty 
factor” and soft skills would give great leverage. I always 
see good project managers in them!”

Currently, Anderson and his team are focusing on the 
integral suite of IT consultancy projects supporting 

Anderson Woo 
BBA (Information System) 
Class of 1999

the infrastructure and development of blue-chip 
companies in the region. He envisions that someday 
they can go beyond the level of “doing it for a living” 
to play a part in IT development. He wholeheartedly 
believes in the Hong Kong spirit of “never giving 
up”. “I have always supported university students 
who design and execute their own business plan by 
following their own aspirations and exerting innovative 
capabilities. If you start early enough, you literally have 
nothing to lose! There is more time to re-evaluate 
failure and reboot if you start young.”

Big companies often have dedicated teams for social 
responsibilities and corporate philanthropy. Anderson 
defines “giving back” in his own way on both personal 
and company levels. When he was a child, he received 
a subsidy for much needed surgery so he started to 
donate a part of his salary regularly to the Tung Wah 
Group of Hospitals after he established his business. 
Having worked in the “dog eat dog” world of investment 
banking has made Anderson more apprehensive to the 
fleeting nature of money and the importance of more 
charitable work. “It is crucial that we do not merely focus 
on money and getting benefits from society. Instead, we 
should contribute to our community. This is one of my 
top criteria when employing suitable employees for my 
company because we believe collective action connects the 
Sonivy community.”

Cover Story
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reported by Christabel Lam and Fiona Ng
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road to Home Happy Times:  
Cozy and friendly 

home-away-from-home

Welcome to my  
Wonderland

Partying in the 
Common room

Warm Welcome –  
The Grand reception

walking from the hall to the atrium, one out 
of every five people passing veeona would 
probably call her by name. veeona, with 
her dazzling smile, is always full of positive 
energy and likes to share it with others. 
she believes that the best way to make 
others happy is through communication 
and staying constructive. this social queen 
is currently working in an external relations 
capacity in aiesec, spending her day and 
night trying to strengthen the connections 
and communication between HKUst and 
its alumni. she treasures every opportunity 
to expand the university’s network and at 
the same time, exposing herself to all walks 
of life.

Veeona Lau  
Year 1, Business &  
Management

The hOT Clip!!!

How do you save your favorite memories? 
With photos and videos of course! Several 
international students recorded a crazy, 
hilarious video in the common room of Hall 
9 where they all did the “Harlem Shake”. 
The video soon became one the most widely 
viewed and liked videos in the HKUST. It drew 
the residence Master’s attention and the 
group of international students was invited to 
perform on stage to kick off the orientation 
night! Sounds cool? Just “Youtube” the video 
and have a look yourself! 

With our very first batch of students moving into the new Halls VIII and IX 
this spring, we would like to lead you through the marvelous indoors and 
introduce you to a couple of hidden great minds. 

the
The Now-or-Never Single rooms: To help solve the 
accommodation shortage problem in the HKUST, all 
single rooms shall be refashioned into doubles over 
the summer

9th8th

scarlet has asked herself this very same question a million times: 
“what’s the point of working so hard when one day i’m just 
gonna leave this world with no one even caring or knowing who 
i am?” scarlet believes the only way to justify her very existence 
is to do good in society. Here in HKUst, she started her amazing 
journey by founding china entrepreneur network (cen). 
connecting passionate social entrepreneurs, business leaders 
from ngos and like-minded HKUst students, scarlet found it 
very fulfilling to create the platform with her cen members to 
brainstorm resolutions for social problems. scarlet’s answer is 
altruism, what is yours? Scarlet Chen  

Year 2, BSc (Economics & Finance) 

Miss 
WarM 
hearT 

The 
sOCial 
Queen

ethan is always conscious about what he wants 
to do and how he’s going to do it. He takes 
every opportunity to have a positive influence 
on his peers. as the Krugman cohort chief, 
ethan takes pride in the team’s collective 
achievement of building a cohort image and 
spirit. it really makes his day when he knows 
that Krugman members have enjoyed their 
cohort experience. 

not only is ethan a pilot of his own life, 
he is also working extremely hard towards 
becoming a commercial aircraft pilot! after 
many rounds of assessments and a trial flight to 
malaysia, ethan is ready and set to go with his 
application for a pilot cadetship this summer. 
one day, you may be on a flight and hear the 
announcement: “welcome all passengers. this 
is captain ethan tai speaking”.Ethan Tai  

Year 2, BBA (Economics)

pilOT 
“GeT-up-
and-GO

“take off your shoes and experience the life 
of many people in developing countries!” 
following the friedman cohort’s philosophy 
of “being unconventional”, clinton and his 
like-minded fellows introduced the world-
echoed initiative, one day without shoes 
x HKUst 2013, the first ever in Hong Kong 
on the HKUst campus. clinton was very 
happy to have raised HKUsters’ awareness 
and empathy for the everyday life of millions 
of underprivileged people in developing 
countries with this barefoot experience. this 
campaign was an incredible success in both 
generating noise and fundraising – a perfect 
example of a group of great people doing 
something meaningful for the good of the 
global community! Clinton Wong  

Year 2, BBA (Finance)

Mr. 
BarefOOT 
inCrediBle

moUntain view

sea view
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•   15 countries, countless cities 

(it’s up to you)

•    18 budget airline flights  

(cheaper flights=more $$$ for travel)

•    1 Size: 155x35x25 luggage  

(otherwise you pay $$$)

•   27 beds (Hostels, or friends’ 

places you crashed)

•  Secret Spices (read on) 

•  13 credits (fingers crossed it’s approved) 
ingredients

Warning: dirt-cheap airfares come at a price. Budget airlines 

impose stringent luggage requirements, their airfares can 

fluctuate overnight and they usually fly at ridiculously early 

time slots. So first off, expect to sleep in airports alongside 

hobos or head out at 4 am with your tightly packed bag. Yes 

the headaches are not just metaphorical; they also come from 

a lack of sleep. 

More on the ‘incident’ side, I once overdrew my French bank 

account almost resulting in a penalty. Who knew livret jeune 

meant savings account and a debit card simply isn’t smart 

enough to take money from there? Working on my residency 

permit and student visa was another frustration as these 

offices are usually in the middle of nowhere and seem to be 

closed for weeks at random dates not related to any holiday! 

Not to mention the notorious problem of theft. Consider 

yourself lucky if only your money gets stolen. What’s worst 

is having your credit card, phone, laptop or even passport 

stolen!! 

nUtrition information

Every single month new incidents found me but I still 

enjoyed every bit of my exchange. If you have ever cooked 

you will know: the dirty dishes do not compromise the 

experience of your final product; they simply make it more 

memorable and precious. So while you see me reading 

free books from outdoor library shelves in 
Liechtenstein, being piggybacked 

next to Kafka’s sculpture in 
Prague and riding Icelandic 
horses, just remember that 
behind all those smiles, I had 
my share of mishaps and they 

taught me life-long lessons 
beyond the classroom. 

Contributed article from  
rachel Cheung

Follow this popular recipe for a 

delicious European exchange

    directions

First combine all the ingredients and then add a couple 
of friends and you are good to go. But what really 
make this recipe unique are the special spices you 
sprinkle on top: I did graffiti in Ghent (legally); made 
and named my very own perfume in Grasse and 
climbed Europe’s tallest sand dune in Arcachon. You 

see photos of me baking under the glaring sunshine 
on a gorgeous beach; what you don’t see is all the dirty 

dishes behind this lavish recipe. 

           How to cope  
            witH dirty disHes

What I am referring to are the headaches and mishaps that inevitably 
hamper you along the way. It is tricky to prepare and cook up an 
itinerary that suits you and your buddies at the right price. 
My plans often became last minute and resulted in panic. 
I found I had booked a wrong return ticket, double 
booked a same flight and on one occasion input the 
wrong credit card expiry date. I can hear you laugh at 
my stupidity, but believe me everyone makes those kinds 
of mistakes.

RACHEL’S 
RECipE FoR 
EuRopEAn 
ExCHAngE

Rachel CheungYear 2, BBA  (Global Business & Marketing)

“Today I don’t feel like doing anything…” – imagine you were listening 
to The Lazy Song by Bruno Mars while revising for your final exams, 
you felt the beat and wanted to share this sensation with everyone 
around you – now you could do it with Sensbeat, a new app developed 
by Leo Wong! 

i Have a dream…

My dream is just a simple one - I just want to share happiness to the 
world through music. The idea came to my head one day when I was 
listening music: I wanted to share the song and my feelings with all 
people around me. Inspired by Twitter, Sensbeat allows you to “beat” 
your favorite songs and share how special songs your emotions are 
connected. This is what the prefix- Sens means.

don’t stop Believin’… 

My role in this project revolved around idea generation while my 
partners focused on programming. As an adaptive and flexible team, 
we had to learn fast and smart by observing the success factors of 
other popular apps like Instagram, Facebook and Line. This learning 

process was difficult and we encountered many setbacks 
and problems all the way. We tried to cater for diverse needs 
of different users and there were times we struggled to 
make Sensbeat user-friendly and intuitive – I would never 
forget the time we locked ourselves in Learning Common 
the whole day to develop Sensbeat! And all these hardwork 
paid off! With our concerted efforts, we overcame all the 
challenges and entered the final round of an international 
entrepreneurship competition, so “don’t stop believin’, hold 
on to that feelin’”… 

my dream will go on…

Sensbeat is like my baby who has just born into this world 
with innovative and comprehensive features. Looking back, 
I recall the frustration of having no ideas of how to develop 
an app, the joy when our efforts were rewarded and also 
the satisfaction to see Sensbeat officially released into the 
market. My dream will go on and on.

reported by Collin Fu

MY DREAM, 
YouR App & ouR pRiDE

Karin Sham
Year 2, BBA 

(Management & Marketing)gRoW,  
ADApT, ExpLoRE  
AnD AppRECiATE!
Going on an exchange is definitely an enriching experience and 
one thing is for sure, you will grow! Not necessarily fatter, though 
it’s quite possible. I have found myself growing a lot more 
independent and mature throughout my 6 months in the 
UK and I’d like to share my experiences. 

BritisH style

As a Hong Konger, “I am so busy!” is definitely a pet 
phrase of mine, which I haven’t used since being in the 
UK. Adagio best describes my life here. The Brits value 
their Sundays and most shops close early because it’s 
family day! As a student, I have fewer lessons per week 
and lighter workload. Having more time on my own, I 
research travel destinations, cook a nice meal, decorate my room or 
watch local TV dramas. (Dr Who and BBC Drama are my favorites!) 
At the weekends, I travel to different cities and explore the beauty of 
this historical kingdom! 

wonderfUl wednesdays

one of the greatest things here is that there are no classes for 
anyone on Wednesday afternoons and students are encouraged to 
take part in sports or develop their own interests. Like UST, there 
are many clubs and societies that students can join. I am quite 
impressed that students here care about animal and human rights 
and have established different groups fighting for women’s as well 
as gay and lesbian rights. I have joined a few societies such as dance 
society and ukulele society and I enjoy them a lot! Even though I 
did not know how to play the ukulele at all, the club welcomed me 
because they are so passionate about sharing their interest with 
others. 

i Heart Hong Kong

Staying in the UK has made me realize just how lucky I am to 
be born and raised in HK because it is so convenient. You can 

never imagine a life of no shopping after 6pm, no mobile 
phone and WiFi reception in the London underground, 
frequent train delays and awful weather for months on 
end. Apart from the frequent rain showers, it is just plain 

cold!  It was still snowing in April and I had the dubious 
luck of experiencing the coldest Easter in 100 years! 

However, the British are polite and helpful and the 
UK is a lovely place to stay. This is indeed one of 
the best times I have ever had beyond UST!

Contributed article from Karin Sham

Leo Wong 

Year 3, BBA 

 (Marketing & Information System)

The Tips!

my lIfe 
beyond 

ust
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Welcome to the HKUST Business School! You are about to embark on one of the most 
exciting journeys of your life. You will exceed your own expectations, make life-long 
friends and have loads of fun in a series of amazing business cohort activities. 

Business Cohort
Community

CHiEFS:
Vanessa Ning, Benoit Travers, Izabella Yan

CApTAinS:
Barry Chan, Calvin Cheung, Maggie Cheung, Vivian Chow, 
Enid Lau, Tiffany Leung, Winnie Lo, Angel Wong

CHiEFS:
raghav Agarwal, Amy Chan, Thunyarat Tangtrongchitr

CApTAinS:
Carol Cheng, MJ Ho, Christina Kys, Samantha Lee, Andy Ng, Jeremy Ngan, 
Avinaash Venkatasubramanian, Verena Wei, Jacqueline Wittich

CHiEFS:
Iris Lui, Tarinan Sriprasertying, rachel Wong

CApTAinS:
Karis Choi, Vaibhav Dhadda, Eric Ho, Betsy Kwan, Kerri Lam, 
Connie Liu, Fiona Mok, Kaki Tsang, oscar Xue

CHiEFS:
rebecca Chu, Vaish Kaushik, Sho Takei

CApTAinS:
Patrick Chau, Amy Fung, Fatema Hashim, Shahin Ho, Michelle Law, 
Sergey Malkov, Manita rattanarungruengchai, Ken Yung

CHiEFS:
Crystal Chan, Suki Hon, Coco Tong

CApTAinS:
ronnie Cheung, Prabu Karuppiah rajan, raphael Lam, Dennis Li, 
Joanne Li, Emily Tang, raymond Tang, Christina Tse, Frankie Wong

CHiEFS:
Venus Cheung, KC ong, Mandy Yip

CApTAinS:
Michelle Chan, Henry Chow,  
Connie Chu, Polo Chu, Nina Luo,  
Nitcharee Nitinavakorn, reese Yeung

CHiEFS:
Niki Chung, Zoe Kwan, Michael Lau

CApTAinS:
rambo Cheung, Christine Cheung, Justin Choi, Vivian Gracia, 
Amanda Lam, Winnie Lam, Simon Sin, Toto To, Karen Yong

CHiEFS:
Valena Hsu, Iana Mursa, Timothy Ng

CApTAinS:
Elizabeth Chan, Connie Li, Cecilia Ling, Alec Mok, Lorenzo Wan, 
Yanki Wong, Jeffrey Yeung, Anthea Yu, Sherry Yung

CHiEFS:
Barbie Chung, Cindy Lam, Flora Wai

CApTAinS:
Lewis Chan, Larissa Chia, Jeffrey Mak, Jason Tang, Christine Tong, 
Bowie Wong, Mango Wong, Manna Wu, Doris Yip

CHiEFS:
Hailey Lam, Yvette Lau, Jean Mak

CApTAinS:
Fiona Chan, Gigi Lee, Alison Ma, Jupiter Ng,  
Jessie Tan, Fanny Wu, Ellie Yip

Becker

Lucas

Nash

soLow

GraNGer

FriedmaN

mertoN

ostrom

tiNBerGeN

kruGmaN
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PRE-MAJOR
ADVISORS

PEER
MENTORS

PRE-MAJOR 
COUNSELORS

CAREER
ADVISORS

What services does 
the advising system 
provide?
The advising system is built-in to the 
Business Cohort Community and comprises 
five elements: a pre-major advisor, a pre-
major counselor, a career advisor, a peer 
mentor and most important of all, YoU. 
Each new student receives advising support 
from them. Your pre-major advisor is from 
one of the academic departments, and 
will help you explore respective academic 
discipline and inspire you about university 
life. 

Your pre-major counselor is from the 
Academic Affairs and Advising Team of the 

What are my program 
requirements?

What options can I have in the 
major selection exercise?

How do I pursue a double major?

What are TGA, CGA and GGA?

While this new chapter in your life is very exciting, you may also 

feel bamboozled by all the questions rushing around in your 

head… Don’t worry! At HKUST Business School all of our new 

students enjoy full support from the student advising system.

UG Programs office which is located on 
the first floor of the Lee Shau Kee Business 
Building. “our goal is to guide students 
in understanding and making full use of 
the resources provided by the school and 
university. We are here to provide individual 
support and help them achieve a positive 
learning experience,” said Ms. Elaine Tam, 
Assistant Director of Academic Affairs and 
Advising Team of HKUST Business School. 
“New students are often very excited to 
know how the major selection exercise 
works, how to do double majors, what 
minor options the university provides and 
what overseas opportunities they can enjoy.

Peer mentors are senior students who 
volunteer themselves to help new students 
become more familiar with the new 

What should I do?
1. Check which cohort you belong to through the SIS 

2. Make an appointment with your pre-major counselor 
in the first month of the Fall term through the SAS

3. respond to your pre-major advisor’s email

4. Make an appointment with your pre-major advisor 
before November

How do I create my resume?

What should I write in my resume?

What are student development 
programs?

What are the internship 
opportunities?

environment. They can share information 
and their own experience about many 
things such as locating classrooms, how to 
use the Student Information System (SIS), 
Student Advising System (SAS), special 
features of student dormitories and the 
like. New students will get a full range of 
support to help them adjust to the new 
learning environment. 

Alongside academic advising, the 
Student Development and Career 
Services Team organizes a great variety 
of student development programs, social 
responsibilities projects and corporate 
projects that students can participate in. 
New students can stay tuned to our website 
and chat with a career advisor to explore 
the options.

How do I choose my major?

What does credit load mean?

How do I  
enroll in 
courses?

What is 
 

SBM?

T!Ps
for students:

1. Think about your interest and be true to yourself

2. Walk your own path, and not the others’

3. Be proactive and take the initiative to reach out to 
various resources offered by the university and the school

4. Meet with your pre-major counselor to seek advice

What is university life about?

Can an undergraduate 
student participate in research 
activities? How?

What are the career prospects 
of a business graduate?

what is a cohort? 

How do i register for 
a course via sis?

what are the features  
of each hall?

 Academic Advising
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Beyond the Dollar Sign
Imagine you are trying to make a living in a 
foreign country, and nobody opens the door 
to you without even looking into the capability 
you have. Ethnic minorities in Hong Kong are 
facing exact difficulties as such. In a social 
service project co-organized by HKUST 
Business School and HKSKH Lady MacLehose 
Centre, we had a mixed of bittersweet 
experience – about learning the problem of 
ethnic discrimination in Hong Kong, while 
having an opportunity to apply our business 
knowledge into a non-profit making cause.

Probably not many would even notice the existence 
of this organization, Hong Kong TransLingual 
Services (HKTS). HKTS offers translation services with 
a group of ethnic minorities who can speak both fluent 
English and their own languages. Despite the noble 
objective to create job opportunities for the marginalized, 
under-exposure has always been the key challenge threatening 
HKTS’ survival. our “mission impossible” was to help HKTS 
get connected to the wider community, for resources, business 
development and networking.

At the beginning, we were all excited to brainstorm tons of ideas and plans, 
but sadly more than half of our initial plans failed! Gradually, we came to realize 
that establishing external relations would not “just happen” with the old-school 
approach. To make sure our promo and presentation captivating enough, we 
produced a short video clip by ourselves which is a strong anchor for 
ongoing outreach endeavors. 

In business world, often we focus too heavily on 
commercial returns or maximizing the profits. 
Getting involved in this social project has 
lightened up some perspectives and reflections 
in our heads: pursuits other than the 
“traditional” paths for business students, 
integrating business knowledge and 

models in non-profit operations to 
make things happen and better. 

Building a House,  
Spreading the Hope
Everyone dreams a dream. For many of us, we take for 
granted the fact that we have a decent place to live; yet 
for 1.6 billion people around the world, this is merely a far-
reaching dream to many. 

In collaboration with Habitat for Humanity of China, we initiated 
a social service project to increase awareness of the global housing 
poverty issues. By constructing the “House of Hope” through 
donations and bricks, we built on the hope that someday these 
underprivileged 1.6 billion people would have access to proper housing, 
a place where they can live with dignity.

With this mission in mind, we fought against all difficulties, challenges 
and tight schedule to prepare the logistics for the event! It was definitely 
a challenging experience; we will never forget how all of our hard work 
rewarded us with success and support from professors, students and even 
outside visitors.

Small steps can indeed matter a lot. Every donated coin has added a brick 
to build on this ever growing hope for people in need. A world where 

everyone has a decent place to live may sound like an ineffably 
difficult target to achieve; yet it is still possible with your 

awareness and continued support. 

Potentials Unleashed
What can be better than having an opportunity to contribute 
to society and challenge ourselves at the same time? As one of the 
participating teams, we went through an amazing journey with this combo by 
Foundation of Amazing Potentials.

Among ourselves we set our eyes on “cultural exchange” as a major learning goal, and we 
were proud to have it realized even before getting down to the nitty-gritty. Forming a team 
with two students from France gave us an edge in bringing together a real multicultural 
perspective within our group.

Unlike many other projects which usually put participants under one challenge, we had 
different tasks to tackle in the two phases of this project. 

In the first phase, we had to put together a conference around social enterprises for 
more than 100 participants on HKUST campus in only three weeks! In this “event 
management 101” challenge, the best lesson learnt was definitely on contingency 
planning and response. “No matter what has happened, always behave as 
if nothing had happened.” This speaks the gist of the level of flexibility 
we had to think and react on feet!

our second challenge was to develop a market entry proposal for 
a Malaysian bio-tech firm which targeted to launch its products in 
Hong Kong as a new market. Apart from applying “what makes 
a compelling presentation” on a real battlefield, competing 

with other teams allowed us to learn faster of our own 
shortcomings and improve during the process. 

“Never regret. If it’s good, it’s wonderful. If it’s 
bad, it’s experience” concludes the beauty of this 

beyond-classroom learning of ours!

Connecting the  
Electronic and Real Worlds

What is the best way to earn credit while gaining real world working experience? At 
HKUST, corporate project is definitely one! Kenneth, Kelvin and Desiree joined the TVB 
corporate project 2013, sharing their insights into the TVB smartphone apps with the 
management. 

Coming from an Information System background, Kenneth is very interested in mobile 
technologies. The project focus was a major drive for his participation. “Everyone knows 
the popular MyTV app, but TVB actually offers a series of apps ranging from news, 
finance to lifestyle. To be frank, I never knew they have such products before I started the 
project!”

Participating teams were briefed the market situation and then got to identify problems. 
“There could be many different reasons leading to the current situation,” Desiree said. 
We soon realize that it is an information problem. Many people don’t expect that TVB 
offers mobile apps.” Desiree’s group quickly came up with a plan on running road-shows 
to drive awareness and words of mouth in addressing the problem. 

 “When we first presented our rough concept during the progress meeting, we were 
immediately fired with load of questions such as “where 
shall we conduct the campaign and why?”, “what is you 
projected impact?”. Statistics of people flow in major 
areas became the chief “weapon” for the team to 
secure the management’s buy-in. “You will see 

how different it is to learn from projects! To 
be evidence-based in effective pitching 

is undoubtedly one key learning 
outcome for us!” Kelvin 

concluded.

inside  
Projects
InsIde  
reported by Tin Tin Chung, Collin Fu and Jason Leung
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